Irwin, Steven
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

valeriechristina@rocketmail.com
Tuesday, July 22, 2014 12:47 PM
Puco ContactOPSB; monica.jensen@windlab.com
Info

Dear OPSB and Monica Jensen,
Monica, as you know we had a meeting as I was directed by the OPSB. You said you wanted to answer my
questions. There are several questions i still have. I am seeking some information to clarify. You assured me
that you would be happy to answer questions.
Monica, I would like to know how many industrial wind turbine power stations Windlab currently operates, as
in, they are currently operational and Windlab currently own them. Where are these ovmed and operating
turbine power stations located?
Monica, I would like please contact information for Luke Osboume. Monica, you told me he lives under the
wind project in New South Wales Australia. I would like his email.
Monica, I also would like exact measurements and distances of the proposed industrial wind turbines that are
within 3 miles, and 1.25 miles, respectively, of our schools and our parks (two schools , including Mennonite
School, 7 parks). I would like to know how close the turbine will be Greenwich Reservoir Park & I would like
to know how close the turbine will be to Greenwich Local Schools.
Monica, I would like to know how many homes, like my home, are within 1.25 miles of the proposed industrial
wind turbines.
Thank you in advance.
Sincerely,
Valerie C. Malicki, MA, LPCC
419.681.0645
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Irwin. Steven
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

i'^-OflO'aL-S&yi^
valeriechristina@rocketmaii.com
Wednesday, July 23, 2014 2:06 AM
valeriechristina@rocketmail.com; Puco ContactOPSB; monicajensen@windlab.com
Re: Info

Dear OPSB and Monica,
Monica, you reported Windlab has been researching this area for over four years.
I did not intend to ask hard questions.
Firstly, in the "soup to nuts" research surely the number of homes 1.25 miles from the turbines has been
measured, has it not?
Thank you for happily and promptly answering this question, to both myself, and to the OPSB as well.
Cheers,
Valerie C. Malicki, MA, LPCC
From: valeriechrlstina^rocketmail.com <valeriechristina(5)rocketmail.com>:
To: contactoDsb^puc.state.oh.us <contactopsb^puc.state.oh.us>; monica.iensen(5)windlab.com
<monica.iensenf5)windfab.com>:
Subject: Info
Sent: Tue, Jul 22, 2014 4:46:48 PM

Dear OPSB and Monica Jensen,
Monica, as you know we had a meeting as I was directed by the OPSB. You said you wanted to answer my
questions. There are several questions i still have. I am seeking some information to clarify. You assured me
that you would be happy to answer questions.
Monica, I would like to know how many industrial wind turbine power stations Windlab currently operates, as
in, they are currently operational and Windlab currently own them. Where are these ovmed and operating
turbine power stations located?
Monica, I would like please contact information for Luke Osboume. Monica, you told me he lives under the
wind project in New South Wales Australia. I would like his email.
Monica, I also would like exact measurements and distances of the proposed industrial wind turbines that are
within 3 miles, and 1.25 miles, respectively, of our schools and our parks (two schools , including Mennonite
School, 7 parks). I would like to know how close the turbine will be Greenwich Reservoir Park & I would like
to know how close the turbine will be to Greenwich Local Schools.
Monica, I would like to know how many homes, like my home, are within 1.25 miles of the proposed industrial

, wind turbines.
Thank you in advance.
Sincerely,
Valerie C. Malicki, MA, LPCC
419.681.0645
valeriechri stina@rocketmai I. com

Irwin, Steven
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

^ ^ ' O'f9O-^d,'0^^
valer(echristina@rocketmaiLcom
Thursday, July 24, 2014 12:11 AM
valeriechristina@rocketmail.com; Puco ContactOPSB; monica.jensen@windlab.com
Re: Info

Dear OPSB and Monica,
Please place this in the public docket, and also my previous emails requesting information regarding this
commercial wind turbine project, including the date these questions were asked.
Again, after researching our poor, impoverished, uneducated(8th grade is highest level for many), out of touch
(many are not even aware of worldwide, scientific research, or even have access to it) community for over four
years, and wanting to "help us out" one would think answers to these questions would be "no-brainers."
Questions like how far away our schools are, but mainly, how many homes are 1.25 miles away? That is the
first question that I find imperative for the OPSB and myself to promptly know.
These really are the easy questions. The more difficult questions would be things like:
1. measuring the infrasound low-frequency noise in my bedroom currently, and then after the 25 turbines, as
large as 747 jet airplanes at nearly 500 feet are erected (spinning at 200 miles an hour is it? you tell me).
2. answering my question of how my property will be worth the same amount (over $100,000-alot of moneyour biggest investment in life), after the turbines have acoustically damaged the inside of my bedroom, and the
outside play area for my baby and my two-year-old. The damage being done of course by low-frequency noise
emitted from turbines. For clarity, infrasound low-frequency noise (ILFN) is NOT ADDRESSED IN THE
STAFF REPORT. (Monica, you reached out your hand to me, and sweetly said something like, "if you want us
to do that, we will.")
3. providing real research about the noise emissions from these turbines, this of course would exclude bogus
studies done by people who are paid by the wind industry.
Really, those are just a few examples. But instead I'm simply asking the kindergarten questions at this point.
Again, OPSB please be aware, I did not mean to ask hard questions, and am disappointed I have heard nothing
back from Monica, in spite of her "promising" to happily answer questions I had. "Absolutely," was the word
Monica used I believe.
Monica, kindly looking forward to prompt and accurate responses to questions as you promised me and our
community that you care so very much for.
Thank you,
Valerie C. Malicki, MA, LPCC

From: valerlechristinaiQrocketmail.com <valeriechristina@rocketmail.com>:
To: contactopsb@puc.state.oh.us <contactopsb^puc.state.oh.us>: monica.iensen@windlab.com
<monica.iensen@windlab.com>:
Subject: Info
Sent: Tue, Jul 22, 2014 4:46:48 PM

Dear OPSB and Monica Jensen,
Monica, as you know we had a meeting as I was directed by the OPSB. You said you wanted to answer my
questions. There are several questions i still have. I am seeking some information to clarify. You assured me
that you would be happy to answer questions.
Monica, I would like to know how many industrial wind turbine power stations Windlab currently operates, as
in, they are currently operational and Windlab currently own them. Where are these owned and operating
turbine power stations located?
Monica, I would like please contact information for Luke Osboume. Monica, you told me he lives under the
wind project in New South Wales Australia. I would like his email.
Monica, I also would like exact measurements and distances of the proposed industrial wind turbines that are
within 3 miles, and 1.25 miles, respectively, of our schools and our parks (two schools , including Meimonite
School, 7 parks). I would like to know how close the turbine will be Greenwich Reservoir Park & I would like
to know how close the turbine will be to Greenwich Local Schools.
Monica, I would like to know how many homes, like my home, are within 1.25 miles of the proposed industrial
wind turbines.
Thank you in advance.
Sincerely,
Valerie C. Malicki, MA, LPCC
419.681.0645
valeriechristina@rocketmai 1 .com

Irwin, Steven
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

i'^'0^0-£l'/}^/y
valeriechristina@rocketmail.com
Thursday, July 24, 2014 6:01 AM
valeriechristina@rocketmail.com; Puco ContactOPSB; monica.jensen@windlab.com
Re: Info

Dear OPSB and Monica,
For clarity, please include these emails in the public docket. As I wrote about our community in the previous
email, I wrote how it appears we are viewed by this wind company.
For clarity, Greenwich township is neither poor, uneducated, nor out of touch:
1. Our schools currently receive adequate an generous support from local tax paying citizens like myself. Our
income tax revenue this year continues to increase, and our schools receive one of the highest percentages of tax
revenue in the state. As a community we have approved this because we clearly believe in the importance of
education.
2. Our commimity is intelligent and IS diverse. Greenwich schools has graduated: lawyers, doctors, teachers,
successful business men and women. Ivy League school doctorate graduates, successfiil skilled-trade graduates,
family-oriented hard-working folks of many "shapes and sizes." Not to mention we are home to one of the
largest dairies in the county which employs much more people long-term (daily!) than a turbine project will
ever employ. Not to mention, currently, we are home to doctors, teachers, many successful in business, a
published author, retired and hard-working railroad employees, library and postal workers, masters level trained
clinicians and social workers, and some more successful small business owners, ETCETERA!
3. Our entire community is becoming more aware of the size and scope of this project, and of the worldwide
clinical research that demonstrates that commercial wind turbines NOT to be located near homes. We can read
research (and not just bogus studies handed to us that are produced & paid for by the wind industry).
It is important for to clarification to be made. All of our intelligences, including those of the OPSB, have
been insulted.
Monica, as an employee of Windlab, a company who reportedly wants to benefit our beautiful and intelligent
community, please be forthcoming with answers, and soon.
As stated below, please be forthcoming with answers, especially in regard to these kindergarten-type questions.
And Monica, why have you not been open or willing to address questions our entire community continues to
raise? Providing propaganda instead of factual research? Visiting politicians and lease-holders only, instead of
addressing the many, many residents in this community whose lives would be forever altered, because your
company wants to receive our tax money. You have not been present in our community now, when clearly
people have unanswered questions. Please address the questions below that we are all asking.
Thank you kindly, in advance. We look forward to you fulfilling your promises to do so.
Sincerely,

Valerie C. Malicki, MA, LPCC

From: valeriechristina@rocketmail.com <valeriechristina@rocketmail.com>;
To: valeriechristina@rocketmail.com <valeriechristina@rocketmail.com>; contactopsb@puc.state.oh.us
<contactopsb@puc.state.oh.us>; monica.jensen@windlab.com <monica.jensen@windlab.com>;
Subject: Re: Info
Sent: Thu, Jul 24, 2014 4:10:47 AM

Dear OPSB and Monica,
Please place this in the public docket, and also my previous emails requesting information regarding this
commercial wind turbine project, including the date these questions were asked.
Again, after researching our poor, impoverished, uneducated(8th grade is highest level for many), out of touch
(many are not even aware of worldwide, scientific research, or even have access to it) community for over four
years, and wanting to "help us out" one would think answers to these questions would be "no-brainers."
Questions like how far away our schools are, but mainly, how many homes are 1.25 miles away? That is the
first question that I find imperative for the OPSB and myself to promptly know.
These really are the easy questions. The more difficult questions would be things like:
1. measuring the infrasound low-frequency noise in my bedroom currently, and then after the 25 turbines, as
large as 747 jet airplanes at nearly 500 feet are erected (spiiming at 200 miles an hour is it? you tell me).
2. answering my question of how my property will be worth the same amoimt (over $100,000-alot of moneyour biggest investment in life), after the turbines have acoustically damaged the inside of my bedroom, and the
outside play area for my baby and my two-year-old. The damage being done of course by low-frequency noise
emitted from turbines. For clarity, infrasound low-frequency noise (ILFN) is NOT ADDRESSED IN THE
STAFF REPORT. (Monica, you reached out your hand to me, and sweetly said something like, "if you want us
to do that, we will.")
3. providing real research about the noise emissions from these turbines, this of coiu-se would exclude bogus
studies done by people who are paid by the wind industry.
Really, those are just a few examples. But instead I'm simply asking the kindergarten questions at this point.
Again, OPSB please be aware, I did not mean to ask hard questions, and am disappointed I have heard nothing
back from Monica, in spite of her "promising" to happily answer questions I had. "Absolutely," was the word
Monica used I believe.
Monica, kindly looking forward to prompt and accurate responses to questions as you promised me and our
community that you care so very much for.
Thank you,
Valerie C. Malicki, MA, LPCC

From: valeriechristina@rocketmail.com <valeriechristina@rocketmail.com>;
To: contactopsb@puc.state.oh.us <contactopsb@puc.state.oh.us>; monica.jensen@windlab.com
<monica.jensen@windIab.com>;
Subject: Info
Sent: Tue, Jul 22,2014 4:46:48 PM
Dear OPSB and Monica Jensen,
Monica, as you know we had a meeting as I was directed by the OPSB. You said you wanted to answer my
questions. There are several questions i still have. I am seeking some information to clarify. You assured me
that you would be happy to answer questions.
Monica, I would like to know how many industrial wind turbine power stations Windlab currently operates, as
in, they are currently operational and Windlab currently own them. Where are these owned and operating
turbine power stations located?
Monica, I would like please contact information for Luke Osboume. Monica, you told me he lives under the
wind project in New South Wales Australia. I would like his email.
Monica, I also would like exact measurements and distances of the proposed industrial wind turbines that are
within 3 miles, and 1.25 miles, respectively, of our schools and our parks (two schools , including Mermonite
School, 7 parks). I would like to know how close the turbine will be Greenwich Reservoir Park & I would like
to know how close the turbine will be to Greenwich Local Schools.
Monica, I would like to know how many homes, like my home, are within 1.25 miles of the proposed industrial
wind turbines.
Thank you in advance.
Sincerely,
Valerie C. Malicki, MA, LPCC
419.681.0645
valeriechristina@rocketmail. com

Irwin, Steven
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
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Valerie Malicki <valeriechristina@rocketmail.com >
Thursday, July 24, 2014 12:39 PM
valeriechristina@rocketmail.com; Puco ContactOPSB; monica.jensen@windlab.com
Re: Info

Dear OBSP and Monica,
Perhaps this is not the correct email for Monica?
Could I please have the accurate email?
Certainly a high tech company like Windlab would be able to happily and promptly "answer any questions" as I
was promised.
Sincerely,
Valerie C Malicki, MA, LPCC
Ps. Steve, please , Im looking for this correspondence in the public docket. Many thanks.
From: valeriechristina@rocketmail.com <valeriechristina@rocketmail.com>;
To: valeriechristina@rocketmail.com <valeriechristina@rocketmail.com>;contactopsb@puc.state.oh.us
<contactopsb@puc.state.oh.us>; monica.jensen@windlab.com <monica.Jensen@windlab.com>;
Subject: Re: (nfo
Sent: Thu, Jul 24, 2014 10:01:25 AM

Dear OPSB and Monica,
For clarity, please include these emails in the public docket. As I wrote about our community in the previous
email, I wrote how it appears we are viewed by this wind company.
For clarity, Greenwich township is neither poor, uneducated, nor out of touch:
1. Our schools currently receive adequate an generous support from local tax paying citizens like myself. Our
income tax revenue this year continues to increase, and our schools receive one of the highest percentages of tax
revenue in the state. As a community we have approved this because we clearly believe in the importance of
education.
2. Our community is intelligent and IS diverse. Greenwich schools has graduated: lawyers, doctors, teachers,
successful business men and women. Ivy League school doctorate graduates, successful skilled-trade graduates,
family-oriented hard-working folks of many "shapes and sizes." Not to mention we are home to one of the
largest dairies in the county which employs much more people long-term (daily!) than a turbine project will
ever employ. Not to mention, currently, we are home to doctors, teachers, many successful in business, a
published author, retired and hard-working railroad employees, library and postal workers, masters level trained
clinicians and social workers, and some more successful small business owners, ETCETERA!
3. Our entire community is becoming more aware of the size and scope of this project, and of the worldwide
1

clinical research that demonstrates that commercial wind turbines NOT to be located near homes. We can read
research (and not just bogus studies handed to us that are produced & paid for by the wind industry).
It is important for to clarification to be made. All of our intelligences, including those of the OPSB, have
been insulted.
Monica, as an employee of Windlab, a company who reportedly wants to benefit our beautiful and intelligent
community, please be forthcoming with answers, and soon.
As stated below, please be forthcoming with answers, especially in regard to these kindergarten-type questions.
And Monica, why have you not been open or willing to address questions our entire community continues to
raise? Providing propaganda instead of factual research? Visiting politicians and lease-holders only, instead of
addressing the many, many residents in this conmiunity whose lives would be forever altered, because your
company wants to receive our tax money. You have not been present in our community now, when clearly
people have unanswered questions. Please address the questions below that we are all asking.
Thank you kindly, in advance. We look forward to you fulfilling your promises to do so.
Sincerely,
Valerie C. Malicki, MA, LPCC

From: valeriechristina@rocketmail.com <valeriechristina@rocketmail.com>;
To: valeriechristina@rocketmail.com <valeriechristina@rocketmail.com>;contactopsb@puc.state.oh.us
<contactopsb@puc.state.oh.us>; monica.jensen@windlab.com <monica.jensen@windlab.com>;
Subject: Re: Info
Sent: Thu, Jul 24,2014 4:10:47 AM
Dear OPSB and Monica,
Please place this in the public docket, and also my previous emails requesting information regarding this
commercial wind turbine project, including the date these questions were asked.
Again, after researching our poor, impoverished, uneducated(8th grade is highest level for many), out of touch
(many are not even aware of worldwide, scientific research, or even have access to it) community for over four
years, and wanting to "help us out" one would think answers to these questions would be "no-brainers."
Questions like how far away our schools are, but mainly, how many homes are 1.25 miles away? That is the
first question that I find imperative for the OPSB and myself to promptly know.
These really are the easy questions. The more difficult questions would be things like:
1. measuring the infrasound low-frequency noise in my bedroom currently, and then after the 25 turbines, as
large as 747 jet airplanes at nearly 500 feet are erected (spinning at 200 miles an hour is it? you tell me).
2. answering my question of how my property will be worth the same amount (over $100,000-alot of moneyour biggest investment in life), after the turbines have acoustically damaged the inside of my bedroom, and the
outside play area for my baby and my two-year-old. The damage being done of course by low-frequency noise
emitted from turbines. For clarity, infrasound low-frequency noise (ILFN) is NOT ADDRESSED IN THE

STAFF REPORT. (Monica, you reached out your hand to me, and sweetly said something like, "if you want us
to do that, we will.")
3. providing real research about the noise emissions from these turbines, this of course would exclude bogus
studies done by people who are paid by the wind industry.
Really, those are just a few examples. But instead I'm simply asking the kindergarten questions at this point.
Again, OPSB please be aware, I did not mean to ask hard questions, and am disappointed I have heard nothing
back from Monica, in spite of her "promising" to happily answer questions I had. "Absolutely," was the word
Monica used I believe.
Monica, kindly looking forward to prompt and accurate responses to questions as you promised me and our
community that you care so very much for.
Thank you,
Valerie C. Malicki, MA, LPCC

From: valeriechristina@rocketmail.com <valeriechristina@rocketmail.com>;
To: contactopsb@puc.state.oh.us <contactopsb@puc.state.oh.us>; monica.jensen@windlab.com
<mon ica.j ensen@wind lab .com>;
Subject: Info
Sent: Tue, Jul 22, 2014 4:46:48 PM
Dear OPSB and Monica Jensen,
Monica, as you know we had a meeting as I was directed by the OPSB. You said you wanted to answer my
questions. There are several questions i still have. I am seeking some information to clarify. You assured me
that you would be happy to answer questions.
Monica, I would like to know how many industrial wind turbine power stations Windlab currently operates, as
in, they are currently operational and Windlab currently own them. Where are these ovraed and operating
turbine power stations located?
Monica, I would like please contact information for Luke Osboume. Monica, you told me he lives under the
wind project in New South Wales Australia. I would like his email.
Monica, I also would like exact measurements and distances of the proposed industrial wind turbines that are
within 3 miles, and 1.25 miles, respectively, of our schools and our parks (two schools , including Mermonite
School, 7 parks). I would like to know how close the turbine will be Greenwich Reservoir Park & I would like
to know how close the turbine will be to Greenwich Local Schools.
Monica, I would like to know how many homes, like my home, are within 1.25 miles of the proposed industrial
wind turbines.
Thank you in advance.

Sincerely,
Valerie C. Malicki, MA, LPCC
419.681.0645
valeriechristina@rocketmaiI. com

Irwin, Steven
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
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Valerie Malicki <valeriechristina@rocketmail.com>
Friday, July 25, 2014 2:12 AM
Valerie Malicki; Puco ContactOPSB; monica.Jensen@windlab.com
Re: Info

Dear OPSB and Monica,
Please respond to this most basic inquiry.
Please place this, also, with dates, in public docket.
How many homes are within 1.25 miles of the proposed commercial wind turbine power station?
Thank you for responding accixrately , promptly, and with clear consideration of those most impacted by this
"new and exciting scheme" as it has been called.
Sincerely,
Valerie C. Malicki, MA, LPCC
From: Valerie Malicki <valeriechristina@rocketmail.com>;
To: valeriechristina@rocketmail.com <valeriechristina@rocketmail.com>;contactopsb@puc.state.oh.us
<contactopsb@puc.state.oh.us>; monica.jensen@windlab.com <monica.jensen@windlab.com>;
Subject: Re: Info
Sent: Thu, Jul 24,2014 4:39:26 PM

Dear OBSP and Monica,
Perhaps this is not the correct email for Monica?
Could I please have the accurate email?
Certainly a high tech company like Windlab would be able to happily and promptly "answer any questions" as I
was promised.
Sincerely,
Valerie C Malicki, MA, LPCC
Ps. Steve, please , Im looking for this correspondence in the public docket. Many thanks.
From: valeriechristina@rocketmail.com <valeriechristina@rocketmail.com>;
To: valeriechristina@rocketmail.com <valeriechristina@rocketmail.com>; contactopsb@puc.state.oh.us
<contactopsb@puc. state, oh. us>; monicajensen@windlab.com <mon ica.j ensen@ wind lab.com>;
Subject: Re: Info
Sent: Thu, Jul 24, 2014 10:01:25 AM

Dear OPSB and Monica,
For clarity, please include these emails in the public docket. As I wrote about our community in the previous
email, I wrote how it appears we are viewed by this wind company.
For clarity, Greenwich township is neither poor, uneducated, nor out of touch:
1. Our schools currently receive adequate an generous support from local tax paying citizens like myself. Our
income tax revenue this year continues to increase, and our schools receive one of the highest percentages of tax
revenue in the state. As a community we have approved this because we clearly believe in the importance of
education.
2. Our commimity is intelligent and IS diverse. Greenwich schools has graduated: lawyers, doctors, teachers,
successful business men and women. Ivy League school doctorate graduates, successful skilled-trade graduates,
family-oriented hard-working folks of many "shapes and sizes." Not to mention we are home to one of the
largest dairies in the county which employs much more people long-term (daily!) than a turbine project will
ever employ. Not to mention, currently, we are home to doctors, teachers, many successful in business, a
published author, retired and hard-working railroad employees, library and postal workers, masters level trained
clinicians and social workers, and some more successful small business owners, ETCETERA!
3. Our entire commimity is becoming more aware of the size and scope of this project, and of the worldwide
clinical research that demonstrates that commercial wind turbines NOT to be located near homes. We can read
research (and not just bogus studies handed to us that are produced & paid for by the wind industry).
It is important for to clarification to be made. All of our intelligences, including those of the OPSB, have
been insulted.
Monica, as an employee of Windlab, a company who reportedly wants to benefit our beautiful and intelligent
community, please be forthcoming with answers, and soon.
As stated below, please be forthcoming with answers, especially in regard to these kindergarten-type questions.
And Monica, why have you not been open or willing to address questions our entire community continues to
raise? Providing propaganda instead of factual research? Visiting politicians and lease-holders only, instead of
addressing the many, many residents in this community whose lives would be forever altered, because your
company wants to receive our tax money. You have not been present in our community now, when clearly
people have unanswered questions. Please address the questions below that we are all asking.
Thank you kindly, in advance. We look forward to you fulfilling your promises to do so.
Sincerely,
Valerie C. Malicki, MA, LPCC

From: valeriechristina@rocketmail.com <valeriechristina@rocketmai!.com>;
To: vaieriechristina@rocketmaii.com <valeriechristina@rocketmaii.com>; confactopsb@puc.state.oh.us
<contactopsb@puc.state.oh.us>; monica.Jensen@windlab.com <monica.jensen@windlab.com>;
Subject: Re; Info
Sent: Thu, Jul 24,2014 4:10:47 AM

Dear OPSB and Monica,
Please place this in the public docket, and also my previous emails requesting information regarding this
commercial wind turbine project, including the date these questions were asked.
Again, after researching our poor, impoverished, uneducated(8th grade is highest level for many), out of touch
(many are not even aware of worldwide, scientific research, or even have access to it) community for over four
years, and wanting to "help us out" one would think answers to these questions would be "no-brainers."
Questions like how far away our schools are, but mainly, how many homes are 1.25 miles away? That is the
first question that I find imperative for the OPSB and myself to promptly know.
These really are the easy questions. The more difficult questions would be things like:
1. measuring the infrasound low-frequency noise in my bedroom currently, and then after the 25 turbines, as
large as 747 jet airplanes at nearly 500 feet are erected (spinning at 200 miles an hour is it? you tell me).
2. answering my question of how my property will be worth the same amount (over $100,000-alot of moneyour biggest investment in life), after the turbines have acoustically damaged the inside of my bedroom, and the
outside play area for my baby and my two-year-old. The damage being done of course by low-frequency noise
emitted from turbines. For clarity, infrasound low-frequency noise (ILFN) is NOT ADDRESSED IN THE
STAFF REPORT. (Monica, you reached out your hand to me, and sweetly said something like, "if you want us
to do that, we will.")
3. providing real research about the noise emissions from these turbines, this of course would exclude bogus
studies done by people who are paid by the wind industry.
Really, those are just a few examples. But instead I'm simply asking the kindergarten questions at this point.
Again, OPSB please be aware, I did not mean to ask hard questions, and am disappointed I have heard nothing
back from Monica, in spite of her "promising" to happily answer questions I had. "Absolutely," was the word
Monica used I believe.
Monica, kindly looking forward to prompt and accurate responses to questions as you promised me and our
community that you care so very much for.
Thank you,
Valerie C. Malicki, MA, LPCC

From: valeriechristina@rocketmail.com <valeriechristina@rocketmail.com>;
To: contactopsb@puc.state.oh.us <contactopsb@puc.state.oh.us>; monica.jensen@windlab.com
<mon ica.j en sen@ wind lab.com>;
Subject: Info
Sent: Tue, Jul 22, 2014 4:46:48 PM
Dear OPSB and Monica Jensen,

Monica, as you Imow we had a meeting as I was directed by the OPSB. You said you wanted to answer my
questions. There are several questions i still have. I am seeking some information to clarify. You assured me
that you would be happy to answer questions.
Monica, I would like to know how many industrial wind turbine power stations Windlab currently operates, as
in, they are currently operational and Windlab currently own them. Where are these owned and operating
turbine power stations located?
Monica, I would like please contact information for Luke Osboume. Monica, you told me he lives imder the
wind project in New South Wales Australia. I would like his email.
Monica, I also would like exact measurements and distances of the proposed industrial wind turbines that are
within 3 miles, and 1.25 miles, respectively, of our schools and our parks (two schools , including Mennonite
School, 7 parks). I would like to know how close the turbine will be Greenwich Reservoir Park & I would like
to know how close the turbine will be to Greenwich Local Schools.
Monica, I would like to know how many homes, like my home, are within 1.25 miles of the proposed industrial
wind turbines.
Thank you in advance.
Sincerely,
Valerie C. Malicki, MA, LPCC
419.681.0645
valeriechristina@rocketmai 1. com

